
Mark Pilfold and Brian Parker discuss Truck Clips Platform 

A large truck struck the platform of a utility truck working in Camden, New 
Jersey, ejecting a man in the platform.

Details are still not clear but we have received a photograph that suggest the lift 
was cordoned off with traffic cones, and was working on overhead traffic lights 
at the time. We understand that the truck clipped the underside of the platform 
as it passed, bouncing its occupant out of the basket

The man fell to the ground and is said to be in critical condition in hospital. The 
nature of the incident suggests that he was not wearing a harness and lanyard. 
We will update this report as more news comes in.

Article from Vertikal http://www.vertikal.net/en/news/story/20830/
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The scene in Camden, New Jersey



This is yet another incident in which the operator did not use a safety harness and lanyard, with terrible conse-
quences.

We have also been made aware of a recent incident involving a boom type MEWP being operated in a plant yard.

We understand that the operator of the MEWP was moving it a short distance to park up. The main boom was 
not elevated and the basket was only slightly lifted for ease of movement. As the operator reached the parking area 
the front wheels of the MEWP dropped into a small gully, and because he was not wearing a safety harness with 
lanyard attached, the resulting violent and sudden upward movement of the boom threw him out of the basket. As 
he fell his head struck the boom resulting in him suffering life-changing injuries.

This accident happened when the risk might be considered very low – a stowed machine, travelling slowly with the 
basket low to the ground, across an area known to the operator – what could go wrong?

At  ARG we are raising standards in powered access hire, sales and industry & construction training. If you are 
hiring a machine with us we offer you the opportunity to purchase a harness at a discounted rate. If you are a 
machine operator we can train you in harness safety through the IPAF harness awareness course, or if you are a 
manager we offer the IPAF MEWPs for Managers course which covers harness safety.

To find out more about how we can help you with all your Work at Height needs; hiring, training 
or buying powered access visit our website www.accessrental-gulf.com
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Truck Clips Platform

Never get into a boom type MEWP without a Safety harness and a short length 
lanyard attached to the designated anchor point, no matter how low you think the 
risk.


